Chief Commercial Manager/FS  
South Eastern Railway  
Kolkata.

Sub: The charging of mixed commodity in a rake.

Ref: SER’s letter No. RA.41/Rates/1A/G/Pt.V/Cont.6 dated 4.11.2011.

Reference is invited to your letter under reference on the above cited subject wherein a clarification has been sought regarding booking and charging of a rake of mixed commodities.

It is hereby clarified that clubbing of Pyroxenite (Magnesium silicate) with Limestone or with coal may be permitted for availing trainload class rate subject to fulfillment of all other terms and condition as stipulated in Rates Circular No. 62 of 2009 and Corrigendum thereto and freight charges may be levied at trainload class applicable to respective commodities.

(This disposes off SER’s letter No. RA.41/Rates/1A/G/Pt.V/Cont.6 dated 4.11.2011.)

(Aashima Mehrotra)  
Joint Director, Traffic Commercial (Rates)  
(Railway Board)

Copy to: All Zonal Railways (except SER).